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Writing of nineteenth-century Peru, historian Jorge Basadre ob
served, "To discuss the commercial life of the country is to discuss the
role of the foreigner."l Historian Francisco Calderon similarly stated
that during the late nineteenth century, "it may be affirmed that various
foreign houses with great capital generally dominated Mexican over
seas commerce.,,2 A visitor to nineteenth-century Brazil remarked of Rio
de Janeiro's foreign trading houses, "these large firms are the main
prop of Brazilian commerce; almost every shopkeeper in the country is,
more or less directly, dependent on them.,,3 Nor were Peru, Mexico,
and Brazil atypical. In almost every Latin American nation, foreigners
dominated international trade during the nineteenth century. As the
above authorities imply, this domination was not only economic but
numerical: the majority of overseas traders in most Latin American na
tions were aliens (only Colombia constituted a clear-cut exception). For
eign numerical domination among overseas traders may have had a
profound effect on Latin American development.

Recent research has shown the economic, political, and even so
cial influence of overseas merchants in Latin America to have been
much greater than previously thought. 4 Despite the often dubious pres
tige of business as a profession, export-import merchants were an im
portant element in the ruling elite. International traders enjoyed a
standing well above that of other businessmen and took a leading posi
tion in urban society. 5 In many nations, they also exercised a powerful,
if quiet, governmental influence. In the absence of other sources of
economic expertise, governments depended much on overseas mer
chants for advice. 6 International traders also affected decision-making
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through powerful business interest groups, through sponsorship of
newspapers, and in the case of foreign traders, through diplomatic
pressures. Their wealth and key positions in Latin American economies
that were usually oriented toward overseas trade gave them personal
access to the highest levels of government.

It was in the realm of economic development that the role of the
export-import merchant was most important. Until the rise of the cor
poration, the overseas trading house was the principal urban economic
institution in Latin America, and international merchants were the
most powerful figures in business. Export-import merchants played a
central role in fostering most forms of economic growth. Once they
achieved success in overseas trade, most were eager to diversify invest
ments and interests. Urban services, transportation, and manufacturing
were initiated, financed, and managed by entrepreneurs who had be
gun in overseas trade. 7 In nineteenth-century Latin America, overseas
trade WCls the most viable means of accumulating both capital and
managerial experience.

The presence of a foreign majority among overseas traders had
important implications for Latin American development. First, the rela
tive absence of native overseas merchants meant that Latin Americans
were excluded from a vital step toward all forms of entrepreneurship.
They lacked the capital and business experience that could result in the
establishment and native control of banks, insurance companies, fac
tories, and other forms of large-scale enterprise. The participation of
overseas merchants was especially vital to the rise of Latin American
industry. 8

The orientation and economic interests of foreign overseas trad
ers also strongly affected economic development. Most foreign export
import merchants had little sense of identification with the nations in
which they operated. They intended to return to their homelands once
their business had been firmly established or a fortune accumulated. 9

Almost all foreign-owned trading firms had their markets and sources
of capital abroad, and many had their headquarters there as well.

The overseas affiliations of foreign export-import merchants and
their vital stake in overseas trade meant that they would naturally favor
the strengthening of the overseas economic ties to the countries in
which they operated over the growth of industrialization or other forms
of autonomous economic development. Io Moreover, foreign merchants
were in a strong position politically to block decisions on economic
policy that might have facilitated the development of industry, such as
protective tariffs and other forms of government aid. Foreign merchants
were among the major advocates of free trade in nineteenth-century
Latin America. Their views were echoed by native businessmen, by
newspapers representing commerce, and ultimately by most Latin
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American governments. Foreign-dominated organizations were the
chief business interest groups in Brazil, Peru, Argentina, and possibly
in other Latin American nations as well. II Alien traders sometimes took
a direct part in formulating tariffs and other economic legislation. 12 Fi
nally, foreign merchants even played an important role in party politics
in Mexico and Guatemala. I3 Not only did their presence leave less room
for the rise of native entrepreneurship, their influence also tended to
thwart policies promoting industrialization. They must be accounted a
strong factor in preserving Latin America's traditional export-import
economy and its ties of economic dependency to Europe and North
America.

The presence of a foreign majority among international traders
appears to have characterized almost every Latin American nation and
major city during the nineteenth century. As has been shown, it was
frequently noted by contemporaries,I4 and subsequent historical re
search has tended to confirm their impressions. IS The exact proportion
of this foreign majority in each of Latin America's centers of commerce,
however, is not easy to determine. Because information on the nation
ality, and sometimes even the identity, of export-import merchants is
not always available, quantification becomes difficult. Nevertheless, the
available quantifiable evidence also tends to confirm the foreign ma
jority in overseas trade.

This foreign preponderance has been noted most often in Brazil.
An analysis based on tax records for Rio de Janeiro from 1871 to 1898,
for Salvador for 1873 and 1874, and for Belem and Sao Luis from 1855 to
1874 shows roughly three-fifths to four-fifths of the overseas merchants
(depending on the year and location) to have been foreigners. 16 In
Recife, one of Brazil's three leading nineteenth-century ports, only 22 of
65 export-import merchants were Brazilians in 1841 and only 23 of 77 in
1848. 17 Of the 27 export firms that shipped virtually all of Santos's cof
fee in 1885-86, only 4 had Portuguese surnames; of the 15 dominant
shippers in 1899-1900, none had Portuguese surnames. I8 A mere 4 of
Manaus's 13 export firms during the rubber boom year of 1892 were
Brazilian. I9 Similarly, between 1844 and 1902, only 36 of the 113 direc
tors and other leaders of the Associa~ao Comercial do Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil's most important merchant interest group, were natives. 20

Similar or greater rates of foreign preponderance were found
elsewhere. In Montevideo at mid-nineteenth-century, foreign importers
outnumbered natives by a ratio of seven to one. 21 Of those engaged in
exportation in Buenos Aires between 1825 and 1850, no more than one
third, and probably considerably less, were natives. 22 In 1888 Argen
tine-owned establishments accounted for somewhat less than 10 per
cent of Buenos Aires's export-import, wholesale, and retail firms. 23 In
Chile natives constituted only 37 percent of the overseas and wholesale
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merchants in Valparaiso and Santiago in 1849, and natives owned but
19 percent of the export-import houses in the entire country in 1858
59. 24 Of thirty-one Peruvian export-import and merchant banking firms
considered the most important in the late nineteenth century, only
three had Spanish surnames. 25 Similarly, in 1888 only three Peruvians
were included among the nine members of the first Consejo de Admi
nistraci6n of the newly organized Can1ara de Comercio de Lima, a
group dominated by overseas traders. 26 Finally, in Mexico City in 1899,
only 19 percent of 212 large-scale overseas trading, wholesale, and re
tail firms were Mexican. 27

The most important exception to this pattern of foreign control of
overseas trade was Colombia. Natives apparently dominated overseas
trade and nearly all phases of business during the nineteenth century. 28
This nation was also unusual in that most native entrepreneurs came
from the landowning elite. 29 Native leadership in business in Colombia
apparently resulted from a spirit of entrepreneurship that was almost
unique among Latin Americans rather than from any material or legal
advantage. 3o A tradition dating from the colonial period,31 vigorous na
tive entrepreneurship was to become a key to the nation's development
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.32 But even within Colombia,
not all urban centers participated in this unusual entrepreneurial tradi
tion. 33 Native Guatemalans (in this case, usually descendants of Span
ish immigrant merchants) probably also predominated in overseas
trade in Guatemala following its independence from Spain in 1821.34

But by the 1840s, foreigners were once more a majority there. 35 In addi
tion, native Paraguayans probably controlled the somewhat limited for
eign trade of Paraguay from independence until at least 1870.36 In
xenophobic Paraguay, foreigners were not always welcome, nor could
they always feel secure. But the exceptions in Latin America to foreign
predominance among export-import merchants were few, and only in
Colombia did native predominance result from a vigorous spirit of
enterprise .

Foreign predominance did not accompany the freeing of Latin
American trade in the early nineteenth century. Like the export-import
economy itself, it was an inheritance of the colonial period. By at least
mid-eighteenth century, and probably before, Spanish- and Portuguese
born overseas traders were a majority in the main commercial centers of
their respective empires. 37 Each of the two groups of merchants had
a distinct regional origin. The Spanish-born merchants hailed predomi
nantly from the northern regions of Cantabria, the Basque provinces,
Navarre, and Catalonia,38 an interesting exception to northern predomi
nance being the number of traders from the Canary Islands who settled
in Venezuela. 39 These aggressive, hard-working, and thrifty merchants
from northern Spain and the Canary Islands gradually replaced the
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natives and Spaniards from other regions who had controlled Spanish
American commerce in the early colonial period. 40 The situation in Bra
zil was similar, with traders born in the northern provinces of Portugal
comprising a strong majority.41 During the nineteenth century, Portu
guese roerchants in Brazil, Spanish merchants in Cuba, and quite likely
Spanish merchants in the rest of Latin America tended to have the
same regional origins as before. 42 In sum, foreign domination of over
seas trade had deep roots; and the freeing of trade merely allowed alien
merchants from other parts of Europe and from North America to sup
plement or replace Spaniards and Portuguese.

Commercial liberty brought little increase in native participation
in international commerce. Unable or unwilling to compete with for
eigners, native businessmen took refuge in internal trade. They were
sometimes prominent, although not necessarily a lnajority, in the han
dling of goods between producer and overseas merchant. 43 Natives had
one advantage that foreigners found difficult to match-their familiarity
with the interior and their widespread contacts within it. But intermedi
aries, whether native or alien, were usually dependent upon export
import merchants for credit, at least until local banks were founded. 44

They were also in danger of being superseded if overseas merchants
began to deal directly with producers, as occasionally happened.45 The
area where native businessmen often dominated was retailing. Because
it was a profession with much lower social status than overseas trade,
retailing was unlikely to attract foreigners with sufficient capital to en
gage in foreign commerce. 46 Natives could also cope better with life in
Latin America's primitive and often dull interior. Another important
factor was the prohibition against retailing by foreigners, as was legis
lated in Chile and Peru in the first half of the nineteenth century.47 Such
prohibitions undoubtedly helped native retailers to survive. "There are
no native merchants, and the foreigners sell only wholesale, otherwise
the shopkeepers would be ruined," commented a British visitor to Chile
in the 1840s.48 But in many major cities, aliens dominated retailing as
thoroughly as they did international commerce. In Brazil's commercial
centers, foreigners (chiefly Portuguese) predominated in even greater
proportion in retailing than in overseas trade. 49

The freeing of trade and the coming of independence ended the
dominance of Spanish and Portuguese merchants in Latin America. For
the former, the effects were particularly devastating. In much of Span
ish America, Spanish-born merchants were either greatly reduced in
number or virtually eliminated. Conternporary observers and some
later historians laid their disappearance to the formidable competition
of newly-arrived foreigners, particularly the British.50 Certainly, the
British heightened the impact of their competition during the initial
years of free trade by flooding the consumer market. 51 Goods were sold
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in Buenos Aires at less than their cost in London. 52 But probably more
important was the hostility that Spanish merchants faced from most
newly independent Spanish-American governments. Many Spanish
merchants fled during the wars for independence, and those who re
mained were regarded as inherently disloyal or as fit objects for official
plunder. Spaniards were expelled from Lima in 1821, from present-day
Venezuela in 1823, and from Mexico in 1827 and 1829.53 Almost every
where in the newly independent nations, Spanish merchants were sub
ject to forced loans, exactions of "donations" or "gifts," and the confis
cation of goods on any pretext. 54 Not surprisingly, great numbers either
fled or turned to less conspicuous forms of endeavor. Later in the cen
tury, however, they reappeared in force in the very centers from which
they had been driven. 55 Where they suffered little or no government
hostility, as in Guatemala or Cuba, Spanish-born merchants remained
extremely numerous. The Portuguese in Brazil were likewise not perse
cuted by the government. Like the Spaniards in Cuba, the Portuguese
in Brazil remained the most numerous of nationalities in overseas trade
throughout the nineteenth century. 56

British overseas merchants inherited the commercial domination
of the Spanish and Portuguese, and Great Britain was to retain the
largest share of Latin America's trade throughout the century. 57 Many
non-British houses did most of their trading with Great Britain or relied
on British capital for their financing. 58 Britons were also the most nu
merous of the new foreign merchants initially. By September 1808,
scarcely nine months after the opening of Brazil's ports, at least one
hundred of them were probably located in Rio de Janeiro. 59 But other
foreign merchants-French, Germans, and North Americans being the
most conspicuous-soon followed.

The principal non-Iberian foreign nationalities were to be found
in varying proportions in most major commercial centers in Latin
America from the freeing of trade until the century's end. Changes in
trade volume, direction, or demand usually affected these proportions
only gradually. In Brazil, for example, rising tariffs and the significant
growth of local industry in the last quarter of the century simply meant
that merchants imported a greater proportion of coal, iron and other
raw materials, and machinery, and lesser amounts of consumer
goods. 60 Nor did weak British markets for Brazilian sugar and coffee
preclude a strong British presence among exporters of those commodi
ties. 61 Although importers naturally tended to concentrate on the goods
of their home nation, there seems to have been little specialization in
particular fields of trade among the various nationalities. 62 Growth in a
mercantile firm usually promoted diversification into new areas of com
merce. German and Italian traders were logically found in greater pro
portion in areas of heavy immigration by their countrymen. 63 By the
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last decade of the nineteenth century, geographical proximity and
domination of trade by the United States had made its citizens the most
numerous non-Spanish foreigners in Cuba, but not in Mexico, perhaps
because of nationalist resentment. 64 During the last half of the nine
teenth century, a period of significant trade expansion in lnost of Latin
America, the proportion of British traders tended to diminish. By cen
tury's end, diplomatic frictions and German and North American com
petition combined to reduce the British presence to a fraction of what it
had been in the Latin American nations of the Caribbean. 65 Elsewhere,
the proportion of British trading houses tended to decline slightly, even
where Great Britain continued to dominate overseas commerce. 66

Why did foreigners predominate among Latin America's export
import merchants during the nineteenth century? First of all, they pos
sessed some important advantages in knowledge and resources. For
eigners were more familiar with European markets and with modern
business techniques. Insurance, shipping, and banking were all domi
nated by foreign companies. A particular disparity existed in access to
credit. The average minimum discount rate charged by the Bank of
England fell from 5 percent in the 1850s to 3 percent by the 1870s, while
Latin Americans might have had to pay local lenders up to 30 percent
interest, depending on time, place, and security offered. 67

Foreigners, especially British citizens, also enjoyed certain privi
leges that were either awarded by treaty or conceded out of fear. In
Brazil between 1810 and 1844, for example, British subjects had the right
to be tried in criminal and civil cases by a judge elected by the resident
British merchants. 68 An even more valuable privilege was exemption
from the forced loans, confiscation of goods, and other arbitrary exac
tions often levied by the newly independent governments of Spanish
America. This concession was sometimes granted by treaty, but more
often it was simply forced by the threat of armed intervention by for
eign warships.69 British merchants, and to a lesser extent French and
North American merchants, were the main beneficiaries. Native nler
chants in Spanish America enjoyed no exemption from arbitrary exac
tions; consequently, their ability to compete-in some areas to transact
large-scale business at all-suffered greatly. 70

Although foreign advantages in knowledge, resources, and privi
lege were formidable, especially for non-Iberians, they were hardly ab
solute. The example of vigorous native mercantile enterprise in Colom
bia showed that they could be overcome. Furthermore, foreign
advantages weakened after mid-nineteenth century. By then special le
gal privileges for foreigners had been virtually ended and the imposi
tion of forced loans and other exactions by Spanish American govern
ments had decreased markedly. Although knowledge of European mar
kets could best be gained by residence in Europe, modern business
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methods were readily adopted by native merchants in the course of
time. Natives remained at a disadvantage in access to credit, but the
situation was gradually improved by the founding of banks in Latin
America. British banks, established there after 1868, lent readily to rep
utable native firms as well as to British firms.

Despite the progressive lessening of foreign advantage in over
seas trade, there appears to have been no overall rise in the proportion
of native export-import merchants in the course of the nineteenth cen
tury. Increases in certain countries were matched by decreases in oth
ers. 71 The pattern of foreign numerical and economic domination inher
ited from the colonial period was thus perpetuated. It would decline
but slowly during the twentieth century. Why did the foreign majority
continue among export-import merchants? Three factors are significant.
First, foreign merchants almost invariably picked their assistants, who
were their potential successors, from among their own countrymen.
Second, there was a high rate of impermanence among alien mer
chants; few passed control of merchant houses to native-born sons.
Finally, and perhaps most significantly, Latin Americans were generally
reluctant to enter the profession of business.

Foreign merchants usually imported their helpers or clerks, as
they were called, from their homelands rather than hiring Latin Ameri
cans. This pattern had been established during the colonial period and
was perhaps most conspicuous among Spanish and Portuguese mer
chants, although it was practiced by others. 72 Boys in their early teens
and sometimes younger-were sent to Latin America with their pas
sage paid. 73 Non-Iberian clerks tended to come to Latin America at a
somewhat later age, usually in their late teens. Clerking in an overseas
merchant house was a hard road to success. Wages were low, even by
the standards of nineteenth-century Latin America, and hours were
long. 74 But it was nonetheless a valid means of social mobility. For the
able clerk, partnership often was achieved through marriage to the
daughter of his employer. 75 This pattern was more frequent among Por
tuguese and Spanish mercantile families, less so among other
nationalities.

Marriage was not the only way to gain a partnership. Loyal and
industrious clerks were often rewarded for their services with being
made partners. This pattern was especially characteristic of a prosper
ous and expanding house. Balfour, Williamson, and Company added
thirteen partners to its original three between 1851 and 1901, usually
placing them in charge of new branches of the firm. 76 Employers also
rewarded faithful clerks by helping them set up their own houses. They
lent capital, goods, and even guidance during the new firm's initial
period of operation. 77 Clerks were also sometimes able to save enough,
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despite low salaries, to start their own business because importing on
conlmission required little capital. At the very least, clerks acquired
valuable contacts and the opportunity to learn the business of overseas
trade in the best possible way.

If clerking in an export-import house was a sound, albeit ardu
ous, path to business success, why did it serve so few Latin American
natives? One reason was the reluctance of foreign merchants, especially
Spaniards and Portuguese, to hire natives, whom they tended to view
as lazy spendthrifts. 78 Lack of familiarity with foreign languages and
other educational deficiencies common to nineteenth-century Latin
America were also obstacles to their employment. 79 But the principal
reason why so few Latin American youths became clerks appears to be
that they rarely sought careers in commerce. Only in Colombia were
sons of upper- and middle-class families eager to be employed in a
merchant house. 3D

A second important factor in the foreign domination of overseas
commerce during the nineteenth century was the high rate of imperma
nence among alien overseas traders. Comparatively few founded mer
cantile dynasties or even remained in the lands in which they oper
ated. 81 Perhaps the greatest factor in this impermanence was the
intention of most traders to return home as soon as they became suc
cessful. 82 A British historian remarked, liAs soon as the exiles had made
some money and acquired useful experience they returned to England
to do business from the comparative comfort of a warehouse in Liver
pool or Manchester."83 Most large firms with headquarters outside
Latin America rotated their managers, recalling experienced men and
replacing them with junior partners. The chance to return to a position
at headquarters was one of the rewards of successful trading. 84 Concern
for health also encouraged the repatriation of alien merchants. In loca
tions that were not considered healthful, such as Salvador, Brazil, part
ners might be expected to spend no more than six years. 85

Nevertheless, not all foreign merchants eventually returned to
their homelands. Those of Spanish or Portuguese origin were more
likely than others to stay. This trend occurred not only because of
greater cultural affinities between Iberians and Latin Americans, but
because Spanish and Portuguese merchants usually began their careers
in Latin America at an earlier age, which made their ties with their
homelands more tenuous. Foreign merchants who remained in Latin
America, even non-Iberians, tended to be absorbed into the local land
owning elite, often by way of nlarriage. 86 While sons of foreign mer
chants were somewhat more likely than other Latin Americans to pur
sue careers in overseas trade, the establishment of mercantile dynasties
by alien traders remained comparatively rare. This situation can be ex-
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plained by the fact that descendants of foreign merchants absorbed the
values of the part of Latin America in which they were raised, and these
values were usually hostile to business as a profession.

Such values were probably the most important cause of foreign
domination of overseas trade. Latin Americans, with some exceptions,
generally did not wish to become businessmen. Successful merchants
tended to train their sons for other professions and to channel their
investments into land. H7 With the exception of those families who trans
mitted their business via the marriage of a daughter, overseas trade
tended to be a one-generation enterprise. There were some practical
reasons for the failure of sons of successful merchants to follow their
fathers' profession. One was the risks of overseas trade. In the first half
of the nineteenth century, a fortune often could rest more securely, and
sometimes even more lucratively, in other forms of investment. 88 Dur
ing the last half of the nineteenth century, however, the risks of interna
tional comlnerce steadily diminished. While fortunes were no longer as
easily gained, neither were they as quickly lost. 89 Another factor was
the legacy of Spanish inheritance laws, which may have had a lingering
effect on behavior even in areas freed from Spanish colonial domina
tion. They required the division of an estate among heirs, thus making
it difficult to transmit an entire mercantile operation to an able son. 90

It has also been suggested that foreigners dominated overseas
trade because the opportunity costs for Latin Americans in that field
were simply too great. Capital, the argument goes, could have been
more profitably invested in landholdings, real estate, or other urban,
nonmercantile enterprises. Furthermore, international commerce was
best left to foreigners, who were more kno\vledgeable and successful in
the field, while the native-born followed more familiar paths to wealth.
Finally, natives would have had more political influence over land and
domestic markets than over international trade.

But in terms of capital, the opportunity costs of a career in over
seas commerce were often minimal. As has been shown, starting capital
requirements might be small, as in the case of a commission merchant,
or nothing, as in the case of partnership awarded to an able clerk
through marriage or service. Clerking in a mercantile house was also a
hard, but viable, path to experience and possible success in the field. It
occasionally served ambitious Latin Americans from impoverished
families, such as the Brazilian entrepreneurs Viscount Maua and Luis
Tarquinio; the wonder is that it did not serve more. 91 Conversely, the
profitability of land investments in nineteenth-century Latin America
depended much on location and period. Overseas trade was often more
rewarding. 92 Likewise, national political influence by no means guaran
teed the success of landed investment or internal commerce, as the
problems of Brazil's sugar growers in the Northeast and coffee factors in
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Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo demonstrate .lJ3 Political influence also oc
casionally awarded advantages to the native-born over the alien in in
ternational trade, especially in the first half of the nineteenth century.94
On the other hand, those natives engaged in international trade often
benefitted from the privileges accorded foreigners. 95 No political or eco
nomic factors effectively discouraged Latin Americans from overseas
trade. Values, however, did.

Coupled with values that deprecated the business profession
was the attraction of investment in land. In some cases, this attraction
was due to profitability, but more often, it was due to prestige. The
traditions of both Spanish and Portuguese society awarded the highest
social status to the great landowner. 96 This tradition continued to be
strong in Latin America. Merchants became landowners so that they or
their descendants could enter the ranks of the rural gentry, which was
socially and politically dominant in most of Latin America. 97 Movement
in the opposite direction, from landowning into the profession of busi
nessman, was not unknown but was rare. It is significant that only in
Colombia did comparatively little prestige attach to the ownership of
land. 98

If landowning brought status, did trade lower it? Was there any
stigma attached to the occupation of businessman? The values of medi
eval Europe had been disapproving of trade and the trader. 99 These
values were particularly strong and persistent in Spain and Portugal. In
Spain the lengthy process of the reconquest exalted the values of the
warrior while relegating those of the merchant to secondary impor
tance. 100 In Portugal the reconquest was of shorter duration, but the
prominence of New Christians (converted Jews or their descendants) in
business made the profession an object of prejudice. lOl By the eigh
teenth century, however, business began to be upgraded. Anxious to
revive their economies, both Spain and Portugal attempted to encour
age entrepreneurship in several ways: by providing opportunities for
businessmen, by giving them titles and other honors, and by removing
any remaining legal discrimination against them. 102 Although these at
tempts to confer upon business the status of an "honorable" profession
were partly successful, 103 a strong residue of disapproval carried over
into the nineteenth century.

The status of the business profession and its most important rep
resentative, the overseas merchant, was to remain variable and some
what ambiguous. Much depended on location and time. For example,
in Brazil the status of the merchant tended to rise as the nineteenth
century progressed. In 1821 a newspaper observed that "there are no
hereditary merchant houses among us. The rich merchant who has
sons gives them a more honorable occupation.,,104 But gradually much
of this customary Brazilian disdain for businessmen was dispelled by
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the dignified example of the British merchant and by the increasing
sophistication of business leaders. 105 By the second half of the century,
business leaders included natives like Viscount Maua and Te6filo Otoni,
men who were capable of a role in the Assembleia Ceral as well as in
business. 106 This improvement in the caliber of business personnel,
which may have had parallels elsewhere, was probably the result of the
increasing range and complexity of mercantIle and industrial opera
tions. 107 Despite such upgrading, however, the business profession did
not entirely escape from the traditional opprobrium. Even late in the
century, merchants in Brazil continued to complain of insults or disre
spect from authorities, like the Salvador customs official who, echoing
Proudon, characterized the property of the merchant class as "theft.,,108

Nor was improvement in the status of the business profession by
any means universal. Chilean attitudes proved that its status could sink
as well as rise. Nineteenth-century Chile also demonstrated how the
status of businessmen was affected by values associated with the land
owning aristocracy-landowning as an end in itself, the importance of
family lineage, carelessness with money, attraction to intellectual pur
suits, and scorn of manual labor, manufacturing, and commerce. 109 Be
cause all these values had been paramount during the colonial period,
merchants were attracted to investment in land, which resulted in little
continuity between generations in business. 110 The freeing of trade,
however, occasioned a flowering of the spirit of commercial entrepre
neurship.lll Soon after independence, natives dominated Chilean re
tailing. 112 They were also well represented in overseas trade, although
not a majority, and even the movement of the sons of landowners into
the mercantile profession was not uncommon. 113 By mid-century, little
stigma apparently remained attached to the profession of business
man. 114 But in the second half of the nineteenth century, Chile's entre
preneurial spirit apparently declined. Foreigners replaced Chileans not
only in overseas trade but also to some extent in retailing. lIS Aristo
cratic values were revived, and Chileans demonstrated an increasing
scorn for manual labor, manufacturing, and commerce. 116

Why did enthusiasm and esteem for commercial entrepreneur
ship wax and wane in a relatively short period? Among other reasons,
the status of business was affected by the strength of the values of the
landowning aristocracy. These in turn were influenced by the prosper
ity of landed investment. The blossoming of the Chilean entrepreneur
ial spirit coincided with the general increase in commerce and economic
opportunity that came with the freeing of trade. Contributing to it was
the takeover of retail trade by natives. 117 Also undoubtedly advancing
Chilean commercial entrepreneurship was the adoption of Chilean citi
zenship by an unusually large number of British merchants. 118 But its
enticement was based on the relative unattractiveness of landed invest-
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ment. Agricultural export was negligible and the domestic market
small. 119 As one modern authority notes, "Only under the most fortu
itous circumstances could one expect to get rich in agriculture before
the mid-nineteenth century."120

The reasons for the decline in Chilean enthusiasm for comrrler
cial entrepreneurship are complex. Chilean historians have varyingly
ascribed it to the decision of Chile's ruling elite to live from the income
of mining enterprise, to an overemphasis on liberal education for the
elite, and to an influx of foreign capital and businessmen. 121 It is possi
ble that mining enterprise, undertaken in Chile and elsewhere, may
have absorbed capital that would otherwise have been employed in
trade. But interwoven with these causes was an upsurge in agricultural
prosperity after 1850. Agricultural export markets developed first in the
Pacific, then in Europe. By the time the latter declined, mining and
urban growth had enlarged the Chilean domestic market for food
stuffs. 122 At the same time, the influence of the prospering great land
owners over the urban sectors of the population became disproportion
ate-not because the cities were stagnating, but because urban
economic activity was dominated by foreigners. 123 Meanwhile, taxation
from mining created well-paid government jobs for members of the
elite with liberal educations. 124 Thus the conditions for the revival of
aristocratic values became optimal. But the most important condition
was the new attractiveness of land as an investment.

As noted, the decline of commercial entrepreneurship in Chile
was associated with a recrudesence of values associated with the landed
aristocracy. The attractions of landownership and the values attached to
it strongly affected the status of business. The case of Colombia, the
best example of native domination of commerce during the period, also
illustrates this connection. In Colombia entrepreneurial values perme
ated the landed aristocracy itself, and native merchants came from its
ranks. 125 No stigma was attached to the profession of business, not
even (at least in some areas) if it involved waiting on customers at a
counter. 126 Various reasons for this unusual entrepreneurial drive
(which was most prominently displayed by the citizens of the Antioquia
region) have been advanced. 127 The main explanation seems to have
been the long-standing unattractiveness, for geographic and economic
reasons, of land as an investment and landowning as a way of life. 128 In
many areas, land or agricultural labor was in short supply or was over
inflated in price. 129 The life of a landowner was frequently uncomfort
able or tedious. 13o Consequently, values associated with landowner
ship could not thrive in Colombia, and so those favoring business
flourished.

Another example of the influence of aristocratic values on the
status of the business profession is found in Argentina. In the eigh-
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teenth century, export-import merchants were at the apex of Buenos
Aires society.131 There was no compulsion to use trade as a stepping
stone to some more prestigious occupation. Land, perhaps because of
its relative abundance, had low value and therefore offered little reward
as an investment. 132 In the decades preceding independence, however,
the profession of merchant became somewhat less attractive because of
unsettled trade conditions and, significantly, the establishment of a
viceregal court. This institution tended to irnport aristocratic values di
rectly from Spain and to introduce them into the wealthy circles of
Buenos Aires. 133

The coming of independence had little immediate impact on the
status of businessmen. Although foreigners dominated overseas com
merce, Argentines continued to control internal trade. l34 But land was
becoming an increasingly profitable and attractive investment. 135 Much
of Argentina was divided into great estates. By the late nineteenth cen
tury, a wealthy landowning class had become dominant, and with its
rise, aristocratic values came to the fore. 136 Like its Chilean counterpart,
this elite looked down on manual labor, industry, and commerce; and
its values tended to permeate the lower strata of Argentine society. 137
By the last decade of the nineteenth century, foreigners constituted
roughly a quarter of Argentina's population but owned 65 percent of its
commercial firms. 138

The examples of Argentina, Colombia, Chile, and Brazil all dem
onstrate that the status of business and its key component of overseas
trade was by no means fixed in nineteenth-century Latin America. It
could and did vary considerably according to location and time. The
strength of aristocratic values strongly influenced the prestige of the
business profession and the status of its practitioners. The strength of
these aristocratic values in turn appeared to depend much on the
attractiveness of land as an investment, either for gain or for status. Yet,
the long-term profitability of landowning does not seem to have been a
prime consideration. Aristocratic values flourished in some areas where
landowners tended to decline in wealth or to be deeply in debt. 139 In
general, however, values favoring business enterprise often arose
where landowning was widely perceived to be an unattractive field of
endeavor, as in Colombia or colonial Argentina. On the other hand,
attractive conditions for landowning did not by themselves automati
cally stifle entrepreneurial values. If successful agriculture required
flexibility and imagination, as in the case of coffee-growing in the Bra
zilian province of Sao Paulo, attitudes conducive to business success
were often stimulated. 140 Thus agrarian entrepreneurship could be
translated readily into business entrepreneurship.

Overall, however, the values of the traditional landowner were
the ones that generally predominated in nineteenth-century Latin
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America. Under these circumstances, the status of the export-import
merchant, like that of other businessmen, remained ambiguous. On the
surface, overseas traders occupied a social and political position second
to none, being accepted at the highest levels. They married into the
best families141 and were admitted to prestigious lay religious brother
hoods and other leading voluntary societies. 142 Overseas merchants
could also wield formidable political power. They participated widely in
municipal government, and in some cities, they even dominated it. 143

Their advice on matters of economic policy was eagerly sought by gov
ernmental bodies. Merchant associations, including those consulados
that survived in newly independent Latin American nations, were usu
ally the most powerful of all organized interest groups. 144 Finally, busi
ness activities as a sideline were widespread among leaders of the
landed aristocracy itself. Among men of authority in Argentina's inte
rior, "the social hierarchy of the pampas corresponded to the scale of
commercial operations."145 In Brazil landowning leaders who dabbled
in business ranged from the semiliterate coroneis of the interior to Vis
count Cotegipe, the suave head of the Conservative party.146

But given the social and political acceptance of overseas traders
and the business interests of some of the landed aristocracy, why was
business denigrated as a profession? Contemporaneous testimony as to
Latin American disfavor of commerce as a vocation is almost as preva
lent as that on the foreign domination of overseas trade. Why did over
seas trade attract so few Latin Americans?

The answer may lie in the fact that wealth and power are not
necessarily equivalent to status. Much of the social and political accep
tance of overseas merchants came because they were useful, not be
cause they were admired. Merchant wealth could revive family for
tunes, prop up impecunious voluntary societies, and even temporarily
succor financially embarrassed governments. 147 Moreover, merchant
skills in manipulating large sums of money were valuable to govern
ments and to private organizations. Until the rise of academically
trained economists, governments turned to merchants for explanations
of complex economic problems and their remedies. Finally, although
business was widely practiced by leaders of the landed elite, it is neces
sary to distinguish between business as a vocation and business as an
avocation. Such landowners did not consider themselves businessmen,
nor were they viewed as such by others. To have identified themselves
and to have been identified as businessmen would have caused a radi
cal change in perception of their role and status in society.

In sum, the status of overseas merchants in nineteenth-century
Latin America was inferior to their wealth and power. As a result, para
doxes abounded. In Mexico before independence, merchants were a
highly influential segment of the upper elite who "enjoyed an accep-
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tance more reminiscent of Boston and Madrid." 14K Nevertheless, they
persisted in investing their surplus capital in landed estates of dubious
profitability and in educating their sons for a more "gentlemanly" ca
reer. 149 In Peru Manuel Candamo resigned as president of the Camara
de Comercio de Lima in order to become president of the nation. Yet a
leading historian of nineteenth-century Peru and its commerce could
write, "For some tinle the commercial profession was incompatible for
some with the attribute of 'decent folk' and 'foreigner' was a synonym
for 'merchant'." 150 It is clear that the values of medieval Iberia gave
ground slowly.

Thus for all these reasons, Latin Americans generally avoided
the profession of overseas commerce. Although they faced some sig
nificant handicaps in competing with foreign merchants, their tradi
tional scorn of business, which was related to the persistence and
strength of values associated with the landowning aristocracy, was
probably the chief reason why so few natives became overseas traders.
As a result, aliens dominated numerically and in every other way the
most important element in Latin America's business elite and its most
important urban economic activity. This domination was to affect pro
foundly the evolution of Latin America: a source of possible native en
trepreneurial talent went largely unutilized; patterns of foreign leader
ship in large-scale business were set; and foreign merchants were in a
position to thwart or delay government programs favoring industrial
ization or other forms of autonomous economic development. The
harsh observations of Richard Henry Dana on foreign businessmen in
Cuba seem therefore relevant: "They strike no root in the soil, but feel
that they are only sojourners, for purposes of their own. Of all classes
of persons, I know of none whose situation is more unfavorable to the
growth and development of sentiments of patriotism and philanthropy,
and of interest in the future of a race, than foreigners, temporarily resi
dent, for purposes of money-making only, in a country with which they
have nothing in common, in the future or the past."IS}
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